Supplementary Figures:
. The structural properties of the C-termini of D. melanogaster TR candidates.
The fractions of residues in a) disordered (by IUPred), b) low sequence complexity (by SEG), c) secondary structure (by PSIPRED) and d) domain (by PfamScan) regions were calculated for the last 30-residue segments of fruit fly TR candidates (TRC_C30; grey) and compared to those of non-candidates (NonTRC_C30; yellow) using two-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests. P-values are indicated. The significance threshold was set to p=0.0125 by Bonferroni correction. The predicted structural and interaction properties of long TR extensions (>25 residues; TRC_E_L, in red) were compared to those of the similarly filtered two reference segment sets, RAND_C_L (in yellow) and TRC_C_L (in grey). The fractions of residues in a) disordered, b) low complexity, c) secondary structure, d) and disordered binding regions were used for comparisons applying Kruskal-Wallis test coupled with Dunn's multiple comparison post-hoc test. The p-values are adjusted to the number of comparisons performed in each panel. The significance threshold is decreased to p=0.0125 by Bonferroni correction due to the multiplicity of compared properties.
Figure S5. Sequence and motif conservation within the extensions of orthologous TR protein pairs.
Orthologous TR protein pairs were identified among the candidates and aligned using ClustalW. If the starts of the extensions were not well-fitted in the resulting alignments, the extensions were separately aligned. For each pair, the fitted extension regions are shown together with the corresponding ClustalW consensus patterns (since the X represents ambiguous amino acids, the corresponding consensus stars were removed). In the 12 pairs of extensions we only detected one potentially conserved extension ELM (after excluding motif types of high probability scores (>1E-03)), which is shown in blue. The colour of the first circle next to the protein names represents the conservation of TR in the given gene in the 12 Drosophila species (pink -no, green -yes). The colour of the second circle indicates the level of conservation of TR between the two yeast species investigated by Artieri et al.; pinkno, blue -yes but frameshifted, orange -yes but poorly conserved, green -yes and well conserved).
Supplementary Tables:
Supplementary Tables S1-6 and 9 are available as separate excel files. 
